Melanoma excision by general practitioners in north-east Thames region, England.
A retrospective study of pathology reports of melanomas excised by general practitioners (GPs) was undertaken in the course of a population-based study of melanoma, with a telephone survey of the current practice of those GPs who had excised melanomas. The objectives of this study were to identify all cases of cutaneous melanoma excised by GPs in the North-East Thames Region between 1989 and 1993, and to review the management of those patients. The main outcome measures of the study were: (i) the patterns of distribution of GP excisions within the region; (ii) the histological subtypes of melanomas excised, the accuracy of the pre-excision clinical diagnosis and the adequacy of treatment of the GP-treated tumours compared with the control group; and (iii) the reported current practice in the management of pigmented skin lesions by the GPs who had excised melanomas. Eight hundred and nineteen melanomas were excised in the region during the study period, of which 59 were excised by GPs. The Breslow thickness of tumours was similar in both GP-excised and non-GP-excised groups. Tumours were more likely to be amelanotic in the GP-excised group (P < 0.001). Incomplete excision was significantly more likely in the GP group (P < 0.001). The GPs made a confident clinical diagnosis of melanoma in only 17% of patients prior to surgery. The reported referral rate to specialists by this subset of GPs of patients with pigmented lesions was low, and at interview half of the GPs reported that they felt confident enough to manage patients with suspected skin cancers on their own. The majority of the GPs did not routinely obtain histological examination of skin lesions they believed to be benign. In conclusion, there are problems with the accuracy of clinical diagnosis and inadequacy of excision of melanomas removed in primary care. In the majority of cases, however, patients were subsequently appropriately treated by referral to specialist units. There was an under-usage of pathological examination of samples by the GPs interviewed.